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To shape the digital future of container 

shipping by being the industry’s 

collective voice, working towards 

alignment and standardisation.

By setting frameworks for effective, 

universally adoptable solutions and 

innovating, we can enable transparent, 

reliable, easy to use, secure and 

environmentally friendly container 

transportation services. 
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Digital Container Shipping Association –

standardised foundation for digitalisation

Members represent 70% of global container trade

Non-profit founded in 2019, HQ in Amsterdam

Vendor neutral, technology agnostic

Open source standards, free for everyone to use
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Electronic documentation standards benefit all 

participants, including customs

Speed

Costs

Security

Transparency

Sustainability Innovation 

First time right Accessibility

Benefits of digitalisation

Booking request
Booking 

confirmation

Arrival Notice

Prepare B/LIssue B/L

Release Shipment

E2E documentation process
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Digitalising original bill of lading will save the 

industry billions, not including potential savings 

for the public sector

16M 

original B/Ls
Issued by ocean carriers 

in 2020 

$4 billion 

Annual savings
At 50% eBL adoption rate for 

container shipping industry 

by 2030* 

*At a 2.4% global economic growth rate as 

forecasted by the OECD
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The path to standardisation

Other industries, such as banking, telecoms and airlines, have shown us that standards are a must to 

create an industry-wide foundation for interoperability that enables the seamless end-to-end flow of 

data. 

For customs specifically this should address highly important aspects such as the quality and processing 

of the data.

Data needs to address the 

requirements of different 

industry stakeholders, 

particularly the customers of 

ocean carriers

Data needs to be digitalised 

in a standard way

Data needs to be 

communicated in a common 

way, in real time

21 3
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What we include in our 

standards
DCSA’s publication provides industry 

stakeholders with a comprehensive set of 

documents and API developer help

• Standards and reading guide

• Information model (regularly enhanced)

• API design principles

• API definitions on SwaggerHub

• Reference implementation on GitHub

• Glossary of terms

• FAQs
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eBL interoperability will simplify global trade, but 

adoption requires collaboration

Collaborartion between industry bodies to 

align requirements

Collaboration between DCSA and solution 

providers to faciliate standards adoption
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What role can authorities take in making it 

happen

Legal acceptance Adoption of standards

Collaborate



Thank you


